SINGAPORE CONF
SINGAPORE CONFERENCE PRODUCTION
SINGAPORE CONFERENCE AUDIO VIDEO LIGHTS
SINGAPORE CONFERENCE INTERACTIVE DISPLAY
SINGAPORE CONFERENCE EXHIBITION BUILD-UP
SINGAPORE CONFERENCE MANAGEMENT
SINGAPORE CONFERENCE MARKETING
SINGAPORE CONFERENCE AUDIENCE INTERACTION

AN ALL-IN-ONE SOLUTION?

THE M.I.C.E ARM

HEAR OUR STORIES.

CONFERENCE PRODUCTION HAS BEEN ONE-HALF OF OUR CORE BUSINESS SINCE THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF THE COMPANY. OVER THE YEARS, WE HAVE SUPPORTED MANY LOCAL AND OVERSEAS-BASED
CONFERENCE ORGANISERS, CONFERENCE SERVICE MANAGEMENT COMPANIES AND CONFERENCE
PRODUCERS. OUR PRODUCTION CAPABILITY HAS EXTENDED BEYOND SINGAPORE INTO
ASIA-PACIFIC COUNTRIES.

AMONGST THE MANY POSITIVE QUALITIES, HUMAN CAPITAL STANDS AS OUR MOST VALUABLE OFFERING.
ON THE PROJECT END, OUR EXPERIENCED EVENT MANAGERS PROVIDE SMOOTH PROJECT MANAGEMENT
PROCESS AND CONTRIBUTE IDEAS TO MAKE YOUR CONFERENCE AN ASTOUNDING SUCCESS.
WHILE ON THE TECHNICAL END, WE HAVE GOT EVERYTHING COVERED FROM TECHNICAL DIRECTORS,
PROFESSIONAL SHOW CALLER, CONSOLE ASSISTANT, TECHNICAL CREW TO MANY SPECIALIST ROLES.

BUT WHAT ELSE MAKES US STAND OUT FROM THE COMMON PRODUCTION COMPANY?

OUR SERVICE-CENTRIC APPROACH.
WE POSITION OURSELVES AS A QUALITY PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT HOUSE WITH EXTENSIVE
VALUE-ADDED SERVICES. CHECK OUT OUR NINE (9) KEY PRODUCTS AND SERVICES TO FIND OUT WHAT
WE CAN DO FOR YOU.

OUR
APPROACH

OUR

9 KEY
PRODUCTS
& SERVICES

1.

2.

3.

ON-SITE AV MANAGEMENT

SPEAKERS HOSPITALITY

PRODUCTION &
LAYOUT PLANNING

Professional technical
crew aside, our standard
practice includes (at
least) a console
manager or producer to
manage show calling
and technical aspects of
the event. Hence,
enabling even the non
tech-savvy clients to
produce live events of
excellent quality!

We present ourselves
with professionalism
and friendly demeanour
throughout all contact
points with event
speakers, such as:
- speakers mic-ing
- briefing speakers on
technical flow
- curating accurate
presentation decks
before and during
event
- assisting speakers in
checking their
presentation decks

We often act as a
helping hand by
conducting site recce
and measurements on
behalf of local/overseas
clients.
Many clients value our
input and advices, such
as recommendation of
stage size, stage set
position, branding
banners dimensions
and production of
scaled layouts (drawn
on auto-cad files).
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4.
PROFESSIONAL SOUND SYSTEM

5.
PROFESSIONAL VIDEO SYSTEM

6.
PROFESSIONAL LIGHT SYSTEM

Utilising audio system with great audio quality - the KV2 and
HK Audio series, and our professional technical knowledge,
we provide quality sound system set up for events ranging
from 30pax private discussion session to few thousand pax
expo setting.

With steady improvement in technologies, long gone are the
days of low resolution and pixelated visuals. With the
technical capacity to support up to 4k resolution, we ensure
great visual feast for all attendees. We love to play around
with different display screens to create synchronised and
seamless content, hence creating impressive visual effects!

Events lighting not only has the functional purpose to provide
focused face lights for speakers without affecting the side
screens, many of times it serves the aesthetics function.
We love to change up the event mood through event lighting
or sometimes a choreographed light show for event opening!
Check out our website for the reference videos.
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7.

8.

9.

STAGING DESIGN & PRODUCTION

EXHIBITION BOOTHS

BRANDING WORKS

We support all types of
stage set production from basic stage
backdrop to fully
custom-built ones with
integration of AV works.
However, our staging
works go beyond simply
production aspect. We
conceptualise designs,
plan dimensions and
craft out 3D visuals of
designs that are
production-friendly and
best fit our clients’
visions.

For years, we have been
building exhibition
booths with carpentry
works and the same old
system panel build-up.

We recognise the
importance of branding
mileage in all events.
Henceforth, we provide
site measurement and
consultancy services,
which include
recommending
branding works that
best utilise the event
space while maximising
advertising dollars for
clients.

To change up the stale
exhibition build-up
scene, we are launching
our franchised DMK
modular structures
which boasts on curved
edges and irregular
structure shape. Check
out our website to find
out more!
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ASIA-PACIFIC
PRODUCTION

NETWORK

PRODUCTION CAPABILITY

1. THE ECONOMIST SERIES
Our working relationship with The Economist started in 2013. Till date, we have
managed up to 16 recurring Singapore-based events under their global event series.
Such as:
- The World In (Singapore)
- War On Cancer
- The Longevity Summit
- The Growth Crossing Series
We are their preferred production house in Singapore; tasked to manage AV planning,
stage set production, live show calling and peripheral support (such as scaled layout on
auto-cad drawings).
The Economist holds high regards for event production quality - high deﬁnition visuals,
buzz-free sound quality, prompt live feed transition, speciﬁc visual input over diﬀerent
display screens, and seamless stage programme ﬂow.
Having produced 16 events of similar scale with great success, The Economist is the
best testament to our production consistency.

OUR

7 KEY

PORTFOLIO

2. WORLD MARKETING CONFERENCE
Yearly, the World Marketing Conference (WMC) places a strong focus on polished AV
production and staging eﬀects.
The digital content centric stage set in 2017 featured 12 separate screens showing
speciﬁc content to create a synchronised visual feast for all delegates throughout the
2-day conference. In order to match up to the exquisite programme requirement, we
brought out the high-end Barco E2 video management system and 10 sets of highperformance playback devices.
On contrary, 2019 featured a bolder stage look to illustrate the digital transformation
theme while giving a subtle nod to Singapore Airlines’ rich culture and traditions. These
elements were expertly bound together using diﬀerent design elements; modern
looking stage clads and custom-build steps; Singapore Airlines’ logo feature piece;
custom-made gobo lens with Singapore Airlines’ very own batik patterns. Similarly to
2017, synchronised content was also featured on the three large screens, hence
allowing delegates from every corner of the room to indulge in the visual experience.
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3. BLUETOOTH ASIA
@ SHENZHEN (2016 - PRESENT)
Despite having multiple production houses spread over Asia-Paciﬁc countries, China
remains our stronghold in overseas conference production. Particularly, in major cities
like Beijing and Shenzhen.
Strong AV and staging support aside, the reasons behind our stronghold are the below
value-added services:
- Bilingual project managers to ensure eﬀective communication between all parties,
especially with the local AV crew and venue personnel
- Culturally sensitive approach in managing local production standards
- Eﬀective match of local production capability and clients’ requirement to better
manage clients’ budget. For instance, for Bluetooth Asia, we deployed LED wall to counter
the strong daylights instead of spending budget on constructing drapes structure
unnecessarily
- On-site AV management . 1 bilingual manager-to-1 conference room to ensure high quality
AV panel management
Many clients are often concern of the diﬀerence in production quality in foreign
countries. However, we impose our high production standards uphold in Singapore
events on all our China-based production associates. Hence, ensuring the best quality
and management process for our overseas conference production.
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4. NEW
YORK TIMES LUXURY TRAVEL
CONFERENCE
Part of the international conference series, New York Times Luxury Travel was held at
Grand Hyatt in 2016.
In order to align the Singapore’s rendition to the overall event identity, the stage set was
designed to look sleek and magniﬁcent at the same time. With the stage set ﬁlling the
entire room width and height, the stage set looks massive and beﬁtting of the grand
event.
The sleek concept was closely followed throughout the entire event, and was even
applied onto the AV hardware. As such, instead of standard bulky speaker systems, HK
audio slim column speakers series was deployed. Projectors screens are also in-built
into the backdrop seamlessly to achieve the polished look.
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5. AIA
MID YEAR KICK-OFF
(2014)
We were presented the challenge to make the same old convention captivating for
3,000pax agents who have been attending the event for many consecutive years.
To break through the mould, we conceptualised a thematic convention with grand
opening which involves the trendy cutting-edge 3D mapping technologies. With a
relatable storyboard, a strong team of creative graphic artistes and top-notch
equipment, we managed to create a fascinating opening show and kick oﬀ the event on
a high. The opening show follows AIA Singapore’s CEO bringing the audience through a
virtual tour which features their past incentive destinations, as we map the back wall
and stage props with custom-built motion graphics.
For the usual ‘dry’ convention segment, we continue to utilise mapping technologies to
engage and impress the audience on the visual sense. With the big wall featuring full
branding content and digital screens projecting the presentation content, the unique
visual presentation allowed us to retain audience’s attention over a longer time span.
Check out our website for the full opening show reel.
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6. &ASIA
PACIFIC ENERGY ASSEMBLY
GALA DINNER
(2015-PRESENT)

Conference organisers often prefer to spilt keynote ballroom into breakout sessions to
achieve space eﬃciency and better guest experience ﬂow. However, there are various
technical and production complications for such conﬁguration.
Traditionally, the APAC Energy Assembly’s programme involves splitting and merging of
rooms to create the keynote and breakout room setting, with each turnover kept under
50minutes. Hence,
With this, APAC Energy Assembly is another strong testament to our production
ﬂexibility and strong technical planning.
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7. RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS FORUM
(2015-PRESENT)
Responsible Business Forum is at the forefront of promoting environmental
consciousness on the corporate level.
Yearly, the forum focuses on environmental topics; climate changes, sustainable
development, food security and more. Distinguished industry experts from United
Nations and the mega players from private sectors are also invited to provide better
industry insights.
Each year they adopt the direction true to their operating philosophy: sustainable
production. As such, their stage sets and branding walls are usually digitalised to
minimise wastage and ecological footprints. This approach is strictly applied to all
stages of the event - pre-event planning, on-site productions, branding works build-up
and actual day conference management. For instance, zero disposable tapes or
non-reusable batteries were utilised in the process of producing the event.
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WEB: WWW.INX.COM.SG
THE M.I.C.E ARM

e: ENQUIRY@INX.COM.SG
ENOUGH OF US.
LET’S HEAR FROM YOU.

@INXEVENTS
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